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Exhaust gas poisoning and 
First aid 

Danger - Exham gac 
l nhaling exhaun gss is dangerous. ' 

If it is  necessary to run the engine inside a building, 
always ensure Fat the cxhavst gas is  suitably pipad to 
the outside. 

Fins aid - Bumr 
Before commencing work on the exhaun always ensure 
h a t  the syrtem is not hot. 

In the event of a skin burn. cold dean water should 
be run over the affected area and if necessary, a dry 
drcssing temporarily applied. 

A medical centre or doctor should be consulted 
8s won as possible affer administering this emergency 
treatment. 
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Exhaust manifolds 
Mulsanne Turbo and Bentley Turbo R 

Exhaust manifolds - To remove 
1. Disconnect the bartery and ensure that the normal 
workshop safery precautions are carried out 
2. Support the downtake pipe forward of the front 
silencers. 
3. Remove the clamps from the exhaust manifolds. 
securing the connecting plpe between 'A' and '0' 
banks. Free the jo~nts and remove the pipe. 
4. Remove the nurs securing the turbocharger 
assembly to 'A' bank manifold. Collect the washers 
and rhen remove rfte turbocharger assembly. Take care 
not to damage the machined faces between the 
turbocharger and manifold. 
5. Remove the wastegate assembly from 'A' bank 
manifold (see fig. Q. /?  -1 ). Discard the '0' ring. 
6. Remove the setscrews and distance pieces 
securing the man~folds to the cylinder head alter firsr 
bending back the tabs of the lock-plates. Withdraw the 
rnan~folds. rhen reqove and dlscard rhe kck-plates. 
7. D~scard the gaskets flned between rhe manifolds 
and the cylinder neads. 
8. Blank off the Dons in the cylinder heads to 
prevent the Ingress of din and other foreign maaer. 

Exhaust manifolds - To inspect 
1. Using medium grade emery cloth. lightly dress 
the manifold to connecting pipe joint faces. 
2. Remove any scale on the manifolds (to cylinder 
head) joint faces. 
3. Check for distonion of the manifold (to cylinder 
head) joint faces uslng a straight edge. 
4. Minor diston~cns can be correned by rubbing the 
manifold joint faces across the cuning surface of 
medium grade emery cloth. The emery cloth should be 
secured to a surface table. 
Note 
It is imponant that the manifold (to cylinder head) joim 
faces are flat, clean. and square. 

Exhaust manifolds - T a fin 
To fit the manifolds. reverse the procedure given for 
their removal. noting the following. 
1. Ensure that all joint faces are free from scale and 
emery dun before assembly. 
2. Smear ffh spheriwl seating faces and the grooves 
in the spherical clamps wirh either graphite lubricant 
or an assembly compound. This twill assist In c o r m  
alignment. 
3. All machined faces should be checked for 
flatness. 
Important 
Under no circumstances should exhaust sealant 
(Firsgum. etc.) be used berwesn the exhaust 
manifolds and the turbocharger assembly. 

fig. W 1 - 1  'A' bank exhaust manifold 
1 Manifold setscrew tock-ptate 
2 Connecting plpe clamp 
3 Wastegate assembly 
4 Turbocharger assembly 

4. Ensure thar a new '0. rlng is fined to rhe 
wasregate assembly. 
5. Ensure thar new lock-plates are flned to the 
manifold securing setscrews. 
6. All nuts and bolts should be tightened to the 
correct torque figures {see Sect~on Q5 and Chapter PI. 
Manifold setscrews musl be rightened evenly. stanlng 
ar the centre and working outwards (ce. from side to 
side). 
7. Afrer the englne has been run sufflc~ently to reach 
normal operating temperature and has b e n  allowed to 
cool, the manifold setscfews and spherical joint clamp 
bolts should be checked for tightness. If necessary. 
tighten to the torque figures given In Section Q5 and 
Chapter P. 
8. Ensure that the tabs of the manrfold fock-plates 
are bent over. 
9. If the turbocharger assembIy mounting studs 
have to'be replaced. refer 10 Section 05.  
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Q3 - 

Exhaust pipes and silencers 
(except cars bui& to the Japanese and 

Introduction 
The pipes and silencers form a s ix box twin exhaun 
synem with an interconnecting balance pipe. Cars 
produced to the Aunral ian specification have an 
additional exhaun gas recirculation (E.G.R.1 system 
connection on the balance pipe (see fig. Q3-l l. 

Exhaust pipes and silencers - To remove 
The exhausr system comprises a number of individual 
sections. The sections can be removed and replaced 
wrthout the necessity of having to disturb the 
complete system. 
1. Drive the car onto a ramp. 
2. Disconnect the banew and ensure that the normal 
workshop safety precautions are carried out. 
3. Raise  he ramp. 

Tail pipe finishers 
4. Unscrew the worm drive clip securing the tailpipe 
finisher to the exhaust and withdraw the finisher. 
Repear this operation to The other tailpipe finistter. 

Rear silencer assemblies 
5. Locale the exhaust system joint situared to  the rear 
of the intermediate silencer assembly. 
6. U n ~ r e w  the two nuts from the 'U'clamp. collect 
the washers and clamping bar. Withdraw the 'U' bolt. 
7. Suppon the weight of the intermediate silencer. 
8. Temporarily support the.weight of the rear silencer 
assembly. 
9. Unscrew t h e  two setscrews securing the rear silencer 
assembly to the mounting bracket- 
10. Locate the exhaust system mounting bracket 
adjacent to the road wheel drive-shaft. Unscrw the nut 
securing the exhaurt to the mounting bracket, collect 
the washer and withdraw the bolt. Collect the washer 
fined under ?he head of the bott. 
11. Twist the pipe to  'break' the joint seat, remove the 
temporary support and withdraw the rear silencer 
assembly. 
12. Repeat Operations 5 to l l inclusive to remove the 
orher rear sileneer assembly. 

lnttmedi- silrficar mamblies 
13. Ensure that  the weight of the intermediate silencer 
awmbly i s  temporarily supported. 
14. Support the weight of the ftonr silencer assembly. 
15. Unrcrew the setscrew from the bottom of the 
forward exhaust mounting (see fig. 03-1 1. 
16. Unrcrew The two nuts from the spherical clamp 
situated &hind the front silencer assembly. Collect the 
warhets and free t h e  joinr. Withdraw t h e  two bolts and 
both halves of the  clamp. 

North American s p e c ~ ~ ~ n s j  . 
17. Discard the Temporary suppon and withdraw the 
intermediate silencer assembly. Collect the sealing ring 
from f ie  joint as the silencer assembly is withdrawn. 

Label t h e  sealing ring for identification purposes. 
18. Repeat Operations 13 to  17 inclusive to the other 
intermediate silencer assembly. 

Front silencer assemblies 
19. Ensure that the weight of the front silencer 
assembiy i s  temporarily supporfed. 
20. Support the weight of me downtake pipe. 
21. Unrrew the mo nuts from the spherical clamp 
situated forward of the fronr silencer assembly. Collec' 
the washers and free the joint. Withdraw t h e  two bolts 
and both halves 01 the clamp. 
22. Discard rhe temporary suppon and withdraw the 
fronr siiencer assembly. Collet: the sealing r i n ~  from t k  
join: as the silencer assembly is withdrawn. 

Label the sealing ring for identification purposes. 
23. Repeat Operations 19 to 22 inclusive to the other 
front silencer assembly. 

Balance pipe 
On ca~produced ro me Australian specification ir wi: 
be necessary to detach the exhaun gas recirculation 
(E.G.R.1 take-off pipe lower joint before continuing 
(refer to the appropriate section of Chapter U). 
24. Unscrew the two nuts from the 'U' clamp situater 
on.the left-hand side of rhe balance pipe. Collect rhe 
washers and the clamping bar. Withdraw the 'U' bolt. 
25. Unscrew the rwo nuts from the spherical damp 
situated on the right-hand side of the balance pipe. 
Collet the washefs and-free the joint. Withdraw the  
two bolts and both halves 07 the clamp. 
26. Twin  the balance pipe to free the sliding joint an 
then withdraw the pipe. Collecc the sealing ring from 
the spherical joint. 

Downtake pipes 
27. Ensure that the weight of the downtake p i p s  is 
temporarily supported. 
28. Locate the downtake pi* to exhaust manifold 
joint. Unscrew the two nuts from the joint clamp. 
Coliect the washers and free the joint. Wimdraw l h e  
two bolts and both halves of the clamp. 
29. D ireard the temporary nrppon and withdraw th- 
downtake pipe. 
30. Repeat Operations 27 to 29 inclusive to the otht 
downtake pipe. 

Exhaust pipes and silmnmn - TO fit 
f o assemble, rwtrse t h e  procedure given for removal 
noting the following points. 
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Exhaust pipes and silencers 
Mulsanne Turbo and Bentley Turbo R 

Introduction 
The pipes and silencers form a three bon win exhaurn 
syaem. The single downrake pipe leads into a twin 
pipe -ern with win intermediate silencers and a 
dual rear silencer (see fig. W/1-1). 

Exhaust pipes and silencers - 1 o remove 
The exhaust system comprises a number of individual 
sections. The sections can be removed and replaced 
without the necessiry of having to disturb the 
complete system. 

1. Drive the car onto a ramp. 
2. Diseonnen the banery and ensure that the normal 
workshop safety pre-utions are carried out  
3. Raise the ramp. 

Rear silencmr assembly 
4. Locate the joints situated to the rear of the 
intermediate silencer assemblies. 
5. Remwe the nuts from -the m 'U' clamps. collm 
the washers and clamping ban. Withdraw the 'U' 
bolts. 

Fig. -/l-1 Exhaust -mm Mulssnne Turbo and Bentley Turbo R 

m u m  



6. SuppoR the weight of the intermediate silencers. 
7. Temporarily suppon the weight of the rear 
silencer assembly. 
8. Remwe the setscrew securing the rear silencer 
assembly to the rear mounting bracket. Collect the 
washer. 
9. Locate the exhaust system mounting bracket 
forward of the rear silencer assembly. Remove the two 
serscrews securing the exhaust to the mounting 
bracket Collect the washers. 
10. 'Break' the joint seal. Then. remove the support 
and withdraw the rear silencer assembly. 

Intermediate silencer assembly 
1 l .  Ensure that the weight of the intermediate 
silencer assembly k temporarily supported 
12. Support the weight of the downtake pipe. 
13. Remove the setscrews securing the exhaun 10 the 
mounting brackets between the intermediate silencers. 
Collect the washers. 
t 4. Remove the nut(s) from the clamp forward of the 
intermediate silencers (set fig. Q3/t -2). Withdraw the 
sefscrew(s) and collect r h t  washers. 
15. Drscard the support and withdraw the 
intermediate assembly. Collect the sealing ring from 
the p m  as the srlencer assembty i s  withdrawn. 

Downtake pipe 
16. Ensure that the weight of the downtake pipe is 
temporarily supponed. 
17. Remove the WO nuts securing the exhaust to  the 
brackets at the rear of the englne. 

Remove the bolts and collect the washers. 
18. Locate the downtake pipe to exhaust manifold 
joint Remove the Two setscrews securing the outer 
half of the ciamp. Collect the washers and free the 
clamp. 
19. Remove the 'T boh clamp connecting the exhaust 
to the flexible bellows. 
20. Discard the suppo~  and withdraw the downtake 
pipe. 

Prior t o  assembly 
1. Ensure that the sliding joints are a good fit in their 
respective stub pipes to allow for adjustment 
2. Tfie sealing ring and pipes must be thoraughb 
clean and free from scale. If necessary, these can be 
lightly dressed with fine emery cloth. 
3. To enable amen alignment of components 
during assembly, ensure free movement of all joints. 
This can be achieved by tightly smearing tfre sealing 
rings. pipe flares. and the grooves in the spherical j o i ~  
clamps wirh either graphite Lubricant or Neverreet 
assembly compound. 
4. Two types of clamp are fined fonrvard of the 
intermediate silencers (see fig. Q3/ 1-21, Therefore, if 
the Hymatic type is fined, refer to Section Q5 for the 
special torque tightening figures. 

Upon wsembfy 
1. The pans should be loosely assembled and then 
manoeuvred to give the best alignment (free from 
possible fouls), before the joints and mounts are 
tightened. 
2. Ensure the tailpipes are located in the cemre of 
the body moulding. 
3. When the pipe runs are satisfactory. apply a 
sealan: such as Holts F~regum onto the ends of all 
stra~gh? tube joints. Ensure rhai the slits down the 

\ sides of the stub plpes are covered. 
4. The clamps on the sliding joints should be 
posiaoned so that the owning In the clamp is apposite 
to the slot in the pipe. 
5. The resilienr metal mounts must be set 
approximately 6.35 mm (0.250 in) forward to show 
for expansion of !he system (see fig. 03-2). 

Exhaust pipes and sikncenr - To fit 
To assemble. reverse the procedure given for removal. 
noting rhe foltowrng, 

Fig. =/l -2 Modified axhaust clamp 
A Orig~nal type 
B Hymatic rype 
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Prier to sssembly 
1. Ensure that the sliding joints are a good fit in their 
respective nub pipes to allow for adjustment. 
2. All seating rings and pipes must be thoroughly clean 
and free from scale. If necessary. these can be lightly 

Fig. Q3-2 Exhaust mount pre-load 
1 Spring mount 
2 Body crossmember 
3 Exhaust pipe 
A 6.35 mm (0.250 in) 

Section Q3 

03 3 

dressed with fine emery cloth. 
3. To ensure free movement d the joims for comaet 
at ignment of the components when asxmbi ing, the 
sealing rings. pipc flarts and grooves in the spherical 
joint clamps should be tightly smeared with either r 
graphite lubricant or 'Ncversed assembly compound. 
4. Apply either lubricant or assembly compound to 
the clamp bolt threads before assembly. 
Upon assembly 
1. The pans should be loosely assembled and then 
manoeuvred to give the best dignm8M (free from 
possible fouls), before the joints and mounts are 
tightened. 
2. Set the pipes behind the intermediate silencers 
equidistant about t h e  centre line of the car. 

Ensure thar the tailpipes and finishers lie in the 
centre of each tear body moulding. 
3. When the pipe runs are satisfactory. apply a sealant 
such as Holts Firegum into the ends of all straight tube 
joints, ensure that the slirs down the sides of the silencer 
stub pipes are covered. (Uolrs Firegum can also be 
rmeared on the inside of the sliding joints). 
4. The clamps on the sliding joints should be 
positioned so that the opening in the clamp is  opposite 
to rhe slot in the pipe. 
5. The resilient metal mounts murt be set approximatel~ 
6.35 mm (0.250 in] forward to allow for expansion of the 

Fig. 03-3 Tailpipe finisher setting 
A 15 mm (0.60 1n1 

wstem (see fig. Q3-21. 

. . 
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6. Ensure that the triangle bracket on the imer- 
mediate mount is vertical. 
7. Set the railpipe finishers 15 mm (0.60 in) in from the 
outer edge of the bumper (see fig. 03-31. 
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Exhaust pipes, silencers, 
grass-fire shields 
(cars built to the Japanese end 
North American ~ecificationsj 

Introduction exhaust system. 
The pipes and silences form a five box. w n  exhaust Cats produced to the Japanese specif 
system (four silencer boxes and one catalytic grass-fire shields fitted beneath the msjon: 
convener). exhaua system as shown in figure Q4- 1. 
Note Cars produced to the NoRh American 
Refer to the appmpriate Chapter U, Emission Comral specification have a grass-fire shield firred 
Systems for additional information relating u, rhe caralytic convener as shown in figure Cl4- 

Fig. 44-1 Exhmub ryrtrm rnd grass-fim shialds Silver Spirit Silver Spur, Mulsanne (ex 
Comiche {cars conforming to 8 Japanese specific#tion) 

February 1984 



Gttss-fire shields - To remove and frt 
1. On cars conforming to a Japanese spee#.atiort 
start by removing the grass-fire shields from beneath 
the intermediate silenctra Then. work owuards, 
fowards and rearwards. 
2. On cars conforming to s ~ o r t h ~ ~ m e r i c s n  
specification, remove the shield fmed beneath ,the 
catalvic converter. 
3. Check that the shields are in good condition and 
that no breaks or cracks have occurred in rhe mesh. 

If damage to a shield has occurred. the shield 
rnusr be discarded and a new one fined. 
4. Replace the shields by reversing the procedure for 
removal, noring the following. 
5. Refer to figure 04-1 for details of cars produced 
to the Japanese specification. 
6. Refer to figure 04-2 for details of cars produced 
to rhe N c n h  American specification 

Nats 
On cam confbming to the Japanese specifimtion. 
ensure that a minimum gap of 5 mm (0.20 in) is 
maintained betwsen the grass-fire shim tds and the 
exhaust synem 

Exhaust pipas md silencsrr - To remove 
The exhaust system comprises a number of individual 
sections. The sections can be removed and replaced 
withour the necessity of having to disrurb the 
complete system 
1. Drive the car onto a ramp. 
2. Disconnect the bmery and ensure that the normal 
workshop safety precautions are mmed out, 
3. Raise the ramp. 

Tailpipe finishers 
4. Unscrew the worm drive clip (if fitred) securing 

Fig. Q 4 2  Exhaust system and 0-8-fire shield Silver Spirit S ihr  Spur. Mulsanne (excluding Turbo), and 
Com~che icum conforming to 8 North American specific&tmnI 

p- - 
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the railpipe finisher to the exhaust and withdraw the 
finisher. Repeat this operation to the other tailpipe 
finisher. 

Rear $Isnear ussemblies 
5. Locate the exhaust system joint situated to the 
rear of the intermediate silencer assembly. 
6. Remove the mto nuts from the 'U' clamp, coflea 
the washers and clamping bar. Withdraw the 'U' boh 
7. Suppon the weight of the intermediate silencers. 
8. Temporarily suppon the weight of the rear 
silencer assembly. 
9. Remove the two setscrews securing the rear 
silencer assembly to the rear mounting bracket. Collea 
the washers. 
10. Locate the exhaun system mounting bracket 
adjacent 10 the road wheel driveshafr. Remove the nut 
securing the exhaust to the mounting bracket. collect 
the washer and wlrhdraw the bolt. Colreet the washer 
fined under the head of the bolt 
1 1. Twist the pipe to 'break' the join? seal. Remove 
the suppon and withdraw the rear silencer assembiy. 
12. Repeat Operations 5 to 1 1 inclusive 10 remove 
the other rear silencer assembly. 

Intormediate silence= asssmbly 
1 7, Ensur~ that the weighr of each ~mermed~ate 
silencer assembly IS temporarily supponed. 
1 L. Suppan the we~ght of the catal~~ic cbnverrer 
assembly. 
15. Remove the setscrew securing the exhaust to the 
mountrng bracket lust reaward of the catalytic 
convener. Collen the washer. 
16. Remove the two nuts from the spher~cal clamp 
siruated behind the catalytic convener. Collect the 
washers and free the joint Withdraw the two baks 
and both halves of the clamp. 
1 7. Remove the suppon and withdraw the 
intermed~ate silencers assembly. Collect the sealing 
nng from the joint as rhe silencer assembly is 
w~thdrawn. 

L a k l  rhe seaIing ring for identificatron purposes. 

Catawie convener 
Remove the catalvic convener as described in 
Chapter U. 

Downtaks pipes 
1 8. Ensure that the weight of the downtake ptpes is 
temporarily suppond. 
19. Disconnect the electrical connection from the 
oxygen sensor mounted forward of the catalytic 
converter. 

Remove fie oxygen sensor from the exhaust pipe 
as described in Chaprer U. 
20. Locate the downtake pipe to exhaun manifold 
p i n t  R e m m  the nm(s1 from the joint clamp. Collect 
the washer@) and free the joint Withdraw the bah(s) 
and the clamp (see fig. 04-31. 
21. Repeat Operation 20 to the other downtake pipe. 
22. Remove the support and withdraw the downtake 
pipe assembty. 

Section Q4 

-3 

Fig. 04-3 Modified exhaust clamps 
A Cars produced prior to 1984 
8 Cars produced from 1984 

Fig. 04-4 Tailpipe finisher setting 
A 65 mm (2.560 in) 

Exhaust pipss and silancers - To fit 
To assemble. rwerse the ~rocedure given fw rtmwal, 
noting the following. 

Prior to assembly 
1. Ensure that the sliding joints are a good fir in their 
r e s w i v e  stub pipes to atlow for edlustmnt 



2. AII sealing rings and piper mun be thoroughly , 

clean and free from scale. 
ff necessary. these a n  be lightly dressed with 

fine emery cloth. 
3. To enable correct alignment of components 
during assembly, ensure free movemem of all joints. 
This can be achieved by lightly smearing the sealing 
ring. pipe flares, and the grooves in the spherid joint 
clamps with either graphite lubricant or Neverseer 
assembly compound. 
4. Apply graphite lubricant or Neverseez to all clamp 
boh threads before assembly. 

Upon assembly 
1. The pans should be loosely assembled and then 
manoeuvred to give the best alignment (free from 
possible fouls). before the joints and mounts are 
tightened. 
2. Ser rhe pipes behind rhe intermediate silencers 
equidistant aboln the cemre line of the car. 

Ensure that the tailpipes and finishers lie in the 
centre of each rear body moulding. 
3. When the pipe runs are satisfactory. apply a 
sealant such as Holts Firegum onto the ends of all 
straight tube joints. Ensure thar the slits down the 
sides of the silencer stub pipes are covered. 

Holts Firegum can also be smeared on the inside 
of the sliding joints. 
4. The clamps on the sliding joints should be 
positioned so that the opening in the clamp is oppositr 
to the slot in the pipe. 
5. The resilient metat mounts musr be set 
approximately 6,35 mm (0.250 in) forward to allow 
for expansion of the synern (see fig. 03-2). 
6. Set the tailpipe finishers 65 mm (2.560 in) in 
from the outer edge of the bumper (see fig. (24-4). 
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06-1 

Special torque 
tightening figures 

+ '  

l~troduction Components used during manufacture of the vehicle 
This seetion contains the special torque tightening have different rhread formations (Metric, UNF, UNC. etc.). 
figures applicable to Chapter Q- Therefore. when fitting nuts. bolts and setscrews h is 

For standard torque f ighfening figures refer to  important to ensure that the correct type and size of 
Chapter P. thread formation is us8d. 

Section W 1  Ref. Component Nm kstm IM fe 

Section Q3 

Turbocharger assembly to 
exhaust manifold - stud 
4 off 

Exhaust manifold - setscrew 
1 6 off 

3 From exhaust rnounr ro body 
crossmember (RH) - 
setscrew 37 - 41 C 

2 0% 



Smaion W? Rd. Compbnar;: Nm k# m IM ft 

4. Hymatic ebmp - downtab 
pip to hemedime silencer 
assembly - nut 25 - 27  
1 off 

5 Hymatic clamp t -downtake 
pipe to catal*c convener - 
nut (Cars produced from 
1984) 
2 off 


